Why do
digital touchpoints
matter?

And how to become a pioneer in this topic.

The
world
has
changed.

The pandemic posed different types of
challenges for people and businesses
around the world.
Besides causing a slowdown in many
countries, Covid-19 pushed human
beings inside their homes. With most
people staying at home and working from
home, the internet has become their only
way to make purchases or find employment.
Businesses now need to optimize their
digital touchpoints and build strong
customer and stakeholder relationships
through each of these contact points.
In this whitepaper, let’s dive deep into the
meaning and importance of digital touchpoints. Plus, all the details on becoming an
expert in offering standardized brand
experiences on the relevant digital
touchpoints.

Digital touchpoint
basics

What is a digital
touchpoint?

Types of digital touchpoints

A digital touchpoint is a channel-specific
interaction between a customer or a stakeholder with a brand. Whether a prospect
visits a social media page or comes across a
business’s review on a review platform, it’s
an example of a digital touchpoint. A digital
touchpoint has the potential to impact what
a customer or a stakeholder feels about a
brand.

Sometimes it’s hilarious to even think about
the number of buying options accessible to a
modern consumer. There are so many places
where the end-customer can research for
and purchase products and services online.
Here are some common digital touchpoints
that every business and marketer must
know about:

Let’s now move further and understand the
different types of digital touchpoints.

Website

Digital Ads

A business website lies at the heart of a
company’s web presence. Many online
prospects who don’t know about a business
become aware of it after visiting its website.
It’s a place to communicate the key offerings
in terms of products and services along with
their core features.
Most businesses use a website to talk about
their vision and mission with potential
customers and stakeholders. It’s an owned
platform where a company can create the
right impression with all those who matter.

They also use these platforms to ask for
product recommendations from their
connections.
How a business presents itself on social
media channels has a significant impact on
its sales and revenue. Social media is a critical
digital touchpoint for a company to engage
in a two-way conversation with potential
customers and build a strong relationship
with them. Most businesses also make
connections with prospective employees and
stakeholders through social media platforms.

Social Media

Email

Many online users are active on popular social
media channels like LinkedIn, Facebook,
Instagram, and YouTube. Many prospects
use these networks to search for products,
services, and content.

Whether it’s a weekly newsletter or a sales
follow-up email, or a reply to a customer
service request, an email is a critical digital
touchpoint.

4.48
billion

social media users
worldwide in July 2021,
equating to almost
57 percent of the
total global
population*.

* https://datareportal.com/social-media-users

Studies show that there are 4 billion
daily email users. This number is expected
to climb to 4.6 billion by 2025.
The online channel helps a business connect
with customers, employees, and company
stakeholders through email communication.
It’s a channel that allows a business to
engage with stakeholders and customers
regularly.
Online Reviews and Ratings

Many businesses run online ads as a way
to reach their target customers quickly and
more effectively. Companies can use platforms like Google, LinkedIn, and Facebook
to set up and create targeted ad campaigns.
Plus, they can use a landing page to get
users to learn about their products and
services or make a purchase. For businesses
running such online advertising campaigns,
digital ads and landing pages are essential
digital touchpoints.

Live Chat
Millennials prefer live chat for customer
service over every other communication
channel. A website live chat feature is the
quickest way to solve queries from prospects,
customers, employees, and stakeholders. It’s
a touchpoint that helps a brand solve problems in an instant. Live chat is an interactive
online touchpoint that allows a business to
communicate with a user in real-time and
offer a solution or crack a deal through twoway interaction.

Studies show that 85% of people trust
online reviews as much as personal recommendations.
Many review sites like Clutch, G2 Crowd,
GetApp, and Capterra help businesses
list their products and services. These are
essential digital touchpoints where most
prospects do their research before making a
buying decision.

These were some common digital touchpoints.
In the next section, let’s figure out why these
online channels are vital to a business’s digital
brand strategy.

The
importance
of
digital
touchpoints.

Why are digital touchpoints
critical?
Imagine a prospect visiting a website,
typing a message in the live chat box, and
not getting any reply. And what about the
agony of a customer visiting an e-store and
finding the wrong product images?
Or an agency partner is sending an email
requesting the latest version of the brand
logo and getting a reply after two days.
All these are examples of digital touchpoints
or brand interactions. But, unfortunately,
trashy experiences on digital touchpoints
can take a brand’s reputation down the
drain. That’s why it’s critical to ensure that
each online brand experience is nothing
short of impeccable.
And that’s the reason why digital touchpoints are an integral part of a holistic digital
brand experience strategy.

The impact of Covid-19 on
the digital economy
The Covid-19 pandemic has made digital
transformation a necessity and a norm. In
this new contactless world, the right way
to connect with customers, employees, and
stakeholders is to go virtual.
Online users across the globe now prefer
online channels to connect with businesses
for products and services.

48%

of employees would likely
work at least part of the time
after COVID-19

remotely
versus 30% before the
pandemic *.

Many businesses are going fully online and
remote to cater to the changing consumer
preferences and cut costs due to a slowdown.

* https://www.ey.com/en_gl/covid-19/are-you-agile-enough-to-move-with-the-changing-consumer

Because of constant lockdowns across the globe,
digital touchpoints have become more relevant.
There is no other way for businesses to
embrace this new reality and create robust
strategies for aligning their digital touchpoints for the optimum customer, employee,
and stakeholder experience.

For

51%

of customers the way

they shop
fundamentally

changed

because of COVID-19 *.

* https://www.ey.com/en_gl/covid-19/are-you-agile-enough-to-move-with-the-changing-consumer

Customer Journey

Keeping customers and
stakeholders happy
What is the customer journey?
Why is it important?
(Also for other stakeholders)
Every person associated with a company as
a customer, employee, or stakeholder was
once a stranger and had no clue about its
business.
A potential customer’s path from being a
stranger to a loyal customer is the customer
journey.

A potential customer’s journey can be shorter
or longer.
This way, businesses can map their ideal
customers’ digital journey or path-to-purchase and learn ways to connect and engage
with them.
The same holds for company stakeholders
like employees, partners, and agencies.

How to create engagement
on each customer (stakeholder) touchpoint?
And how to ensure that each touch-point is
a delightful experience for customers and
stakeholders?
• Make every interaction consistent with
the brand’s core values.
• Offer a personalized experience to prospects, customers, and stakeholders.
• Use customer preference and feedback
data to work on improving customer
interactions on each touchpoint.
• Work diligently towards offering prompt
and accurate replies to customer queries.

Engaging
customers and
stakeholders at each
touchpoint is

vital to a
successful digital
brand strategy.

Let’s now take a peek into how stakeholders
play a crucial role in upholding a brand and
disseminating the correct information to
prospects and customers.

Managing
stakeholder
engagement

Stakeholders play a significant role in the
brand-building process. That’s why managing
stakeholder touchpoints is vital.
In this section, let’s learn about the
importance of on-brand and personalized
communication for different stakeholders
associated with an organization.

Agencies and distributors

The same holds for internal customer
service representatives.
Marketing leaders must ensure that sales
Most businesses scaling up their marketing
representatives have the latest versions of
efforts work with many agencies, including
product and company presentations.
digital agencies, advertising partners, and
PR agencies.
Employees as internal stakeholders
To ensure that an agency partner is mainIn a way, employees are also customers of
taining brand standards with each of the
a business. However, they are internal
marketing campaigns, it’s essential to meet
customers. Therefore, getting potential
their informational needs at all times.
and existing employees to engage with the
brand is the best way to attract the right
• For instance, it’s the CMO’s responsibility
people to the organization. The same holds
to ensure that every agency has access
for employee retention.
to the latest versions of product and
service photographs along with brand
The CMO must ensure that all functional
logo files.
heads can access the brand’s core guide• Similarly, it’s critical to ensure that all
lines and branded content assets.
company distributors and sales partners
This way, they can ensure synchronized
can access suitable product presentainternal communications by engaging with
tions at the right time.
employees and ensuring that they have
• Agency partners should know how to
in-depth brand knowledge.
present the brand to the target audience. That’s why they need to have easy
access to the brand’s latest style guidelines.
Investors and shareholders
Agencies play a central role in building and
maintaining a brand. For this reason, it’s for
a business to engage with the agency partners at all the relevant interaction points and
ensure they are well-informed.

A successful brand works towards meeting
the needs of all stakeholders. But, of course, it
goes without saying that running a successful business is about winning the trust of
investors and shareholders.

The leadership team needs to update them
about the latest developments in the
Employees
company — upcoming goals, product
Employees are an inseparable part of a updates, and so on.
brand’s culture. Each employee inter- A good way is to ensure that each investor
acts with the brand on a day-to-day basis interaction is on-brand and geared to satisfy
their informational needs.
through multiple touchpoints.
Employee engagement for managing brand Creating the relevant content for each touchpoint is the prime way to build investor
experiences
confidence about products and services.
By communicating the brand’s values with
each employee, a business can ensure that
they follow those principles in every customer
interaction.
For instance, what if a sales representative
did not understand the brand’s voice? She
would not be able to replicate the same
while talking with a prospective customer.
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You need a single
source of truth

But what does that mean?
“Single source of truth” means everything
in one place. The idea is to put the brand
guideline and all the branded content assets
in a central location.
• A place where all stakeholders can
access the latest versions of a company’s
brand assets easily and effectively.
• It’s a central hub that provides the brand
guidelines to each stakeholder so they
can use the content assets without any
confusion whatsoever.

The road
towards a
consistent
brand
experience
across
touchpoints

An online single source of truth enables all
users to access and utilize the relevant
content anywhere and anytime.
In the subsequent sections, let’s learn how
to use web portals to implement a single
source of truth and how the technology can
help manage each of the digital touchpoints.
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Seize the power of
digital possibilities

A portal is not just a content centre; it’s a
platform that allows the users to interact
with themselves and, if necessary, with
other portal users.
Web portal vs. website: how are these
two different?
A website forms the foundation of a business’s web presence. It communicates the
larger purpose and the USPs of a company
to its target customers. It’s an online tool for
generating web traffic and leads. However,
it does not meet the content needs of stakeholder groups such as employees or sales
agents.

• A website is managed by the marketing
team, whereas a portal is the responsibility
of a specific department. An employee
portal, for instance, is the baby of the HR
department.
• A web portal is a tool that helps a
business to offer personalized access
Have you ever heard about the term web
to specific content. On the other
portal? What is the purpose of a web portal?
hand, a website is a place to publish
A web portal is a platform that allows users
search-friendly content and make it
to access specific information and resources
available to everyone in general.
online. A portal offers personalized content • A portal provides complete control to a
to users who can use it anytime and from
business regarding what the users see
anywhere.
and access. In addition, it offers complex
Common portal types include intranets,
user-management features that aren’t
extranets, partner portals, government
available on a website.
portals, member portals, student portals,
vendor portals, and knowledge management
portals.
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Professionalize your

Whether collaborating with an agency, a set
collaboration with users
of distributors, or a bunch of employees, a
web portal comes in handy. The platform
enables single-point information access to All businesses need to handle many
computer files: employee instruction manone or more user groups.
uals, brand guidelines, sales presentations,
• A portal has features like permission and brand logo files, product images, and many
user management that make it easy to more such files and documents. Moreover,
share the relevant documents with the most company employees need to share
such files with fellow personnel and company
right people.
• A web portal helps improve the efficiency stakeholders on a day-to-day basis; why?
of internal and external organizational Because file-sharing forms the basis of
collaboration for carrying out daily business
processes.
• It provides the tools for smooth commu- operations in various company departments.
nication and facilitates better relation- What are the standard ways of file-sharing?
ships with all company stakeholders.

• File sharing over a local office network.
• Sharing files and folders with the help
of a cloud-based file-sharing service like
WeTransfer.
• Giving access to files using a cloud-based
storage service like Google Drive.
• Using a Digital Asset Management solution or creating a unique Data Centre for
storing and sharing critical company files
and documents.

Make use of
secure

file-sharing.

Many small and large businesses do not
realize the need for a decent and secure
file-sharing service. As a result, their teams
must constantly battle with the mounting
number of email threads to share essential
files and folders. It leads to unprecedented
loss of business time and productivity.
• A file-sharing service is an efficient way
to collaborate and share vital files with
fellow team members.
• With quick access to the relevant files,
teams can move from one task to another
without bottlenecks.
• The right solution helps to segregate
files into the relevant folders and makes
it easy to find and use them.

• Many business files include sensitive
information and data. That’s why there
is a need for a secure file-sharing
solution to prevent vital information
from falling into the wrong hands.
In the final section of this whitepaper, let’s
learn about what exactly is a brand portal.
Plus, how is it the most effective solution
for collaborating with internal and external
teams for managing all the digital touchpoints?
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Build your brand assets
a new digital home

When we say that, we don’t mean that you
should consider a website relaunch. Do you
know how big brands do that? They put
all their brand related content in one super
user-friendly content portal. For example,
you can take a look at this content portal
from Sephora, the popular beauty and
cosmetics brand or this one from Seagate,
the mass data storage company.
Whether you call that a Media Center or a
Brand Portal. Such a solution stores all the
relevant brand information and content
assets that a business needs to share with
different stakeholders. It’s a resource centre that stores branded content assets like
brand style guides, videos, graphics, logos,
marketing collateral, product, and company
photos, presentations, brand advertisements,
and training manuals. A content portal
makes such files accessible to whoever may
need them.
Why is a content portal essential?
In a world where breaking through the digital
noise remains a considerable challenge for
most online businesses, staying on-brand
is the best way to build trust with potential
customers, employees, and business partners.
Let’s learn how a content portal can be the
one answer to all challenges related to
managing a business’s digital touchpoints.

How does a content portal help in
streamlining brand processes?

core voice throughout internal and external
communication.

Every department in an organization needs
brand assets to meet its communication
objectives. The same holds for external
partners such as advertising and digital
media partners.

How to use a content portal solution
to take care of all digital touchpoints?

A content portal goes beyond being a brand
guideline document that’s circulated across
internal and external teams. It’s a platform
• How to ensure that all stakeholders have that offers the simplicity of access to a
access to the precise brand content brand’s corporate identity and all the releassets whenever they need them?
vant files associated with it.
• How to keep tabs on what content assets • A content portal can be used alongside a
are shared with whom and when?
Digital Asset Management system, ERP
system, or web CMS. A portal ensures
A content portal works as a hub of all branded
that all the branded content assets are
content assets. It’s the one place to distribute
available in a single place while, at the
and control branded digital content.
same time, fully aligned with a brand’s
identity guidelines.
That’s why a content portal creates the
foundational efficiency in aligning a brand’s

• It’s possible to integrate a portal to
commonly used tools and achieve brand
synergy across platforms, devices, and
teams.
• As all stakeholders require branded
content assets daily, a portal needs to
become a core organizational process
rather than a supplementary tool.
• A portal is a super simple and a secure
platform to share files with internal teams
and external stakeholders.
• By centralizing creative approvals, a
brand portal allows marketing leaders
and functional heads to create brand
communication on the fly. It’s a place to
store brand assets, manage permissions,
and control who has access to what.

A content portal is a single solution to keep
a constant eye on brand communication and
content assets without losing time or money.
Whether you want to transform your old
download area on your website into a super
user-friendly Media Center (take a look at
this example) or you want to be seen as a
professional player like the big brands and
have your own Brand Portal (take a look at
this example).

You should definitely consider having a
content portal for your company. The existing
solutions offer a productive and transparent
way to produce, distribute, and manage
branded content assets, a process that’s
critical for creating holistic digital experiences
Building a trusted brand is a process of aligning throughout all digital touchpoints.
every piece of business communication with
the brand’s core values and guidelines.

Interested?
Get in touch!
welcome@smint.io

www.smint.io

